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0- The gum ridges measure 22mm apart. It is
possible for a T-2 stamp to bear two gum ridges
at the top and bottom extremes.

Gum Breaker Ridges on Rotary Overprint
By Dr. Louis Fiset

President's Report
Richard H. Salz

REMINDER

60 Twenty-seventh Avenue
San Francisco, CA 94121

Mail Sale Number 11

This is to remind those of you
wishing to place material ill the elev
enth CZSG mail sale that the deadline
for the receipt of lots is 15 July 1982.
Send via registered or insured mail
to:

Richard D. Bates, Jr.
PO Box 40583, Palisades Station
Washington, D.C. 20016

The use of gum breaker ridges on the US Rotary Overprint Series (CZ Nos. 97-104,
115-116) provides useful clues into the set's origins as well as a tool to aid collectors in

Many thanks to the voters who are re- detecting overprint-forgeries. Experimentation by the Bureau of Engraving and Printing
sponsible for my election to another term has resulted in at least three different gum breaker types existing on the US Series em
as president of the Canal Zone Study Group played in the production of the Overprints (US Nos. 581-591, 632-642, 692-701, 720).
(after a four year vacation!). George Stil- In 1920 BEP began to experiment with ..
well, immediate past president, did a great production of sheet stamps on the rotary 591). ThIs goal was reached by nud-1926.
job and we all thank him for his good presses ( Nos. 542-543) whose use until Complaints were also heard concerning
work, and hope he will continue to provide that time had been limited to coil stamps the difficulty in separating the Perf. 10
guidance and assistance from his current from the Third Bureau Issue. The new stamps.2 This criticism resulted in a new
position on the Board of Directors. stamps were printed from continuous rolls design of the perforation equipment per-

Your newly elected vice-president, Rich- of paper, gummed, and stored on spools mitting finer perfs to be applied. In De
ard D. Bates, Jr., has already provided me until finishing operations took place. The cember 1926 the first 11xlO~ perforations
with a most appreciated helping hand by resulting panes attempted to resume this appeared on the 2¢-Washington. By July
writing the first quarter column under the curved shape soon after the bundles were 1927 the Perf. 10 Series had been entirely
h~ading of -"P-residen~s-'RepoJ:t"!-=-~mafiY--Opened -at postoffices. -- - - •. ---··-replaced.-- --.----.- - .-~--.~-
thanks, Dick. If any of our members have Th B tt t d t th The gum breaker experiment was not.. e ureau a emp e 0 overcome e .
thoughts on appropnate subjects for the bl b . t' 'th 'bb d wholly successful, and work continued with" .,,, pro em y expenmen mg W1 a n e
Pres1dents Reports, and would like to II b d' d t "b k" th efforts to improve on the T-1 roller bar de-.... ro er ar eS1gne -0 rea' e gunl .

try therr hand at wntmg, please contact me. 'th t d . th Wh I' d Slgn. At the beginning of 1928 panes ofWl ou amagmg e paper. en app 1e
Our chairman of the Election Committee, to the face side of a printed and gummed th~ Perf. 11xl?~ Series began to appear

George R. Campbell, has sent me a bulging roll about to be perforated and cut into w1th two honzontal breaker bar ridges
envelope full of responses to the "Questions 400-subject sheets the gum side took on the spaced 12mm apart. It remains unknown,
and Commen~s" section of last year's ballot corrugated appearance caused by the em- howeve~, if a~l the rotary. presses were out
and dues nohce. Many of these comments bossing effect of the ribs. The several ex- fitted. w1th thIs newly desIgned equipment. 3

need an answer and in due time I hope t.o periments carried out on the two 1¢- But m ~1arch a thir.d roller bar was intro
do so. There were numerous accolades d]- Washino'ton stamps were successful in great- duced mto the Senes, abruptly replacing
rected to the officers and editor for which ly redu~ing the curling problem.! the first two, Panes produced from this
we all thank you. One question in particular lOb 1923 BEP' d h 1¢ modification appeared with a single hori-

d . " h '11 n cto er 1ssue t e - t I b k 'd (T 2) 4
was repeate many hmes: ... w en W1 F nkl' f th S' P f 10 (N zon a rea er n ge - per stamp."th b k b ?" Th' h . 1 ra m rom e new enes, er. o. S F' 2

e 00 e out. at 1Sa toug queshon. 581) Th B I f b ee Igure .th ... e ureau apparent y argot a out "
At e moment, the manuscnpt ]S typed h I' bl .. d . h h It was dunng th1s latter phase of the eXe

t e cur mg pro ems assocIate W1t t e . th th "
(Continued on page 16) early printings of No. 542 because the penm~nts at e Molly Pitcher" (No.

fi . d . h b k 646) and "Hawaii" (Nos 647-648) com-stamp was rst 1ssue W1t out gum rea - .
I . al k ed memoratives of 1928 and the Kansas-Ne-ers. Camp amts from post wor ers surfac .

I . d' I .. b k braska Senes of 1929 (Nos 658-679) were
a most Imme late y reqmrmg steps e ta en . d' ' ..
to counteract the problem. The gum breaker 1ssue.
experiments from the previous year were While the T-2 experiment further reduced
continued. the curling problem BEP continue~ with

The first breaker type to be used on No. refinements of the roller, bar desigll. Some
581 consisted of ridges spaced 5mm apart time ill 1930 the Bureau returned to the
allowing 4-5 to appear per stamp (T-l): d~uble bar ~esign with 12mm spacing modi
See Figure 1. Encouraged by the success of f~mg the nbs to allow the ridges to run
this experiment coupled with the promise dI.agonally a~ross the stamp (T-3). See
of lower prillting costs and increased pro- F]gure 3. This was the last substantive gum
duction capabilities associated with the ro- (Continued on page 11)
tary press BEP went ahead with its plan to
employ the 1922 designs on the rotary
presses through the 10¢ value (Nos. 581-

o
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P. O. Box 9973

College Station, Texas 77840

No larger advertisements than above are ac
cepted. Remittance must accompany copy.
Deadline for ads, first day of Mar., June,
Sept., Dec. Send all manuscript and ad
copy to the Editor by above dates.

Subscriptions are $5.00 per year which in
cludes membership in the Canal Zone Study
Group. Subscriptions, changes of address,
and complaints of non-delivery should be
sent to the Secretary, Alfred R. Bew, 29 S.
South Carolina Ave., Atlantic City, N. J.
08401.

(i

Overprints On U.S. Committee
By Richard D. Bates, Jr.

P. O. Box 40583, Palisades Station
Washington, D. C. 20016

There are two items that I would like
to include in this report of the Overprints
on U.S. Committee. One is illustrated by the
block of 12 of Scott No. 86 shown in Fig.
1. As has been discussed and illustrated in
previous issues of the Canal Zone Philatelist
(see Vol. 8, page 7 [1972] and the check
list, Vol. 7, page 10 [1971]), 90 copies of
this stamp exist with a vertical shift of the
overprint leading to a horizontal ZONE
CANAL overprint, plus an unknown num
ber with ZONE CANAL on a slight diag
onal, both of which are identified as Scott
No. 86e. Reputable auction houses, how
ever, frequently offer for sale copies of the
ZONE CANAL variety with the statement
that only 90 copies exist, and the copies
for sale are often from the diagonal over
printing.

The stamp or stamps in the upper left

Hugh Cassibry sends a note stating that
he disagrees that two press runs were re
quired for UPSS SA4, Scott UXC3, as stated
in the article on "The Canal Zone Press"
which appeared in CZP Whole No. 61 oli
page 27. He states that overprinting re
quired only one press run. Hugh should
know as he was there! Mr. Slauson never
set foot in the Canal Zone.

-R. H. SALZ

Corrections
A gremlin made an error on page 10 of

the recently distributed Index to the Canal
Zone Philatelist. Please check your copy for
this error and change the second line to
read (Whole Nos. 6-61). If you find any
other mistakes please notify Gary B. Weiss,
MD, P. O. Box 155, Sub Sta. 1 UTMB,
Galveston, TX 77550.

Early Ancon Cancelations
Certain questions have arisen about early

Ancon cancelations on the First Issue, and
assistance is needed. The normally-seen
CDS measures about 28mm in diameter,
reading CANAL ZONE at the top and
ANCON at the bottom, with the date in
three lines in the center. These have been
seen from June, July, and August; then the
next dates are in November and December,
all 1904. I am very anxious to see any ex
amples from Ancon with dates in September
and October, either as a cancelation or a
backstamp. A photo copy will serve the
purpose and I shall be glad to reimburse
the costs, including postage. Please send to
Lawson P. Entwistle, 10,000 East Broad
way, Tucson, AZ 85710.

Book Supplement
The Canal Zone Government published

a supplement to their book Canal Zone
Postage Stamps. The supplement is called
"Canal Zone Postage Stamps 1961-1979"
and was written by Hugh Cassibry. It was
on sale for only a short time before the
Canal Zone Postal Service was discontinued
on Sept. 30, 1979 and relatively few copies
were sold. There still are some copies avail
able. Send a check or money order payable
to the Panama Canal Commission for $2.50
to: Panama Canal Commission, Administra
tive Services Division, Attn: AMXB, APO
Miami 34011. This information from Jerome
M. Powell who states that he obtained a
copy that was "in good condition except
for a mildewy smell and rusting staples."

A number of members have written to
your Editor asking when the Canal Zone
Study Group book on Canal Zone stamps
will be ready for distribution. The authors
(Gilbert N. Plass, Geoffrey Brewster, and
Richard H. Salz) are working hard prepar
ing the final draft of the manuscript. They
hope to have this finished in a relatively
few months. The membership will be in
formed when publication is near.

$475 ($750) Wolffers; 58, gum blemish,
$185 ($200) Ball.

No. 71e, booklet pane, $75 ($75) Peter
Kenedi; 81, glazed gum, $275 ($275)
Sotheby Parke Bernet; 86a in pane of 100,
ZONE ZONE, $1200 ($1404) Robert Sie
gel; 91c, ZONE CANAL, perfs almost
touch, $170 ($135) Kenedi; 95, bl. of 4,
$375 ($400) Siegel; 97, pane of 100, $4500
($4200) Siegel; 97-99, bl. of 4, $200 ($161)
Ball.

Nos. C6-14, bI. of 4, $90 ($65) Kenedi;
C15-20, bI. of 4, $200 ($171) Ball; COl-7,
$55 ($53) Ball; J13, $50 ($40) Ball; J15
17, last gum toning, $75 ($86) Ball.

No. U2c, frame only, $750 ($700) Kauf
mann; UX7, erased pencil mark, $63 ($60)
Schiff.

1930, 2 covers with "Byrd Antarctic Ex
pedition" cachet, posted in Canal Zone
with 2¢ Goethals, $65 Ball; Aug. 3, 1937
crash cover, $60 Kenedi.

Addresses of above auctioneers (please
mention Canal Zone Philatelist when writ
ing them): Bruce W. Ball, Box 338, Spanish
Fort, Ala. 36527; Harmers of NY Inc., 6
West 48th St., New York, NY 10036; John
W. Kaufmann, Inc., 1522 K St., N. W.,
Washington, DC 20005; Peter Kenedi, Inc.,
17200 Ventura, Encino, CA 91316; Jacques
Schiff, Jr., Inc., 194 Main St., Ridgefield
Park, NJ 07660; Robert A. Siegel Auction
Galleries, Inc., 160 E. 56th St., New York,
NY 10022; Sotheby Parke Bernet Stamp
Auction Co., 171 E. 84th St., New York,
NY 10028; Henry M. Spelman III, Box
645, San Anselmo, CA 94960; Richard
Wolffers, Inc., 127 Kearny St., San Fran
cisco, CA 94108.

$10.00
20.00
35.00

The Canal Zone Study GroupCopyright 1982

Surprisingly little Canal Zone material
was offered at auction during the winter
season. In spite of the softness in many
sections of the stamp market, prices of
Canal Zone material showed no indication
of declining. Scarce material when offered
continued to bring prices close to catalogue
value.

In the following list the price realized is
given with the catalogue price in paren
thesis as listed in the auction catalogue.
The name of the auction house follows. All
items are unused and without serious de
fects unless mentioned otherwise. All prices
have been rounded to the nearest dollar.

Scott No. 3 used, smudged ovp., $230
($275) Richard Wolffers; 4-8 on 5 cards
or covers, $425 ($435 ) Harmers of NY;
6, $60 ($45) Bruce Ball; 21, bI. of 4, $68
($60) Ball.

No. 31 used on card, $30 Henry Spel
man; 38 (11) on pacquebot cover, pmk.
Havana, $150 Jacques Schiff; 55 used on
UX4, $125 Ball; 56c, horiz. pr., one with
out ovp., $469 ($450) Schiff; 56g, booklet
pane of 6, light fold along bottom row
perfs, light climatic spots, spotty og nh,

Published quarterly by The Canal Zone
Study Group, P. O. Box 765, State College,
Pa. 16801. Postmaster, send 3579 forms to
29 S. South Carolina Ave., Atlantic City,
N.J. 08401. Printed by Himes Printing Co.,
State College, Pa. Second Class postage paid
at State College, Pa. 16801.

Display advertising accepted from CZSG
members only at the following rates per
insertion:

one column, two inches
one column, five inches
two columns, five inches
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Fig. 2. Type T-2, 1 ridge.

Fig. 1. Type T-I, 4-5 ridges.

Fig. 3. Type T-3, 2 diagonal ridges.

including the handmade booklet (CZ No.
115c).

The US Perf. llx10~~ Series was current
for nearly twelve years. However T-l gum
was in use a little over a year before being
replaced by the horizontal double-ridged
and T-2 gums. The latter lasted two years.
T-3 enjoyed an eight year nm. The relative
scarcity of the T-I and T-2gums com
pared to T-3 will be seen in any attempt to
complete a collection of all three gum types
on United States stamps. The horizontal
double ridge set will prove to be the most
elusive of all. Due to availability the coun
terfeiter may use T-3 and T-2 stock.

Recently the President of CZSG com
mented on the increase in the number of
fraudulent US overprints coming onto the
market, both mint and used, including
stamps cataloging less than a dollar. 9 Table
II may prove useful in helping detect forg
eries on the Rotary Overprints.

While presence of the appropriate gum
ridges on these stamps is not a guarantee
of genuine overprints an impossible com
bination, such as T-2 gum on the 5¢-Roose
velt, offers sufficient evidence to prove forg
ery. It is also possible to find the Perf. 10
overprints with no gum breakers at all. In
this case the stamps themselves are bogus,

Fig. 1. Scott No. 86, diagonal overprint.

Gum Breaker Ridges 
(Continued from page 9)

corner of these lower right sheets with the
diagonal overprint may exist with the CA·
NAL only variety. The block in Fig. 1 illus
trates that the stamps from the lower left
part of these sheets can produce unusual
varieties as well. Along the left straight edge
only part of the words of the overprint ap
pear, with the most dramatic example being
position 91 that reads ZO CA only. Most
of the copies in the second vertical row
are split ZONE CANAL overprints. Re
member that it is a true ZONE CANAL
error only if no part of the overprint shows
on the adjoining stamps in the vertical row.
Thus the four stamps in the third vertical
row in the block produce no ZONE CA
NAL varieties, but do produce several inter
esting split overprints. For example, Pas.
63, 73, and 93 show portions of two CA
NAL overprints and of four different ZONE
overprints.

My purpose in illustrating this block is
to remind collectors about the misleading
quantities issued given in the Scott Special- and 19235 were used in the production of
ized Catalogue for No. 86e and to call the Monroe stamp of both the Canal Zone
for information regarding this and another and Kansas-Nebraska Overprint Series.5, 6

ZONE CANAL overprint variety. I esti- The 3<f-LincoIn,Perf. llx10~, has a dual
mate that at least six sheets received this origin. This Rotary Overprint, along with
diagonal overprint leading to an unknown the others, was produced from previously
number of copies of the ZONE CANAL gummed and perforated stock. Existing 100
variety. Would anyone that has copies of subject inventory was taken 7 and the over
Scott No. 86 with a diagonal ZONE CA· prints applied. It follows that production
NAL please send me a description of your dates of the stamps, not the overprints,
copies. Also would anyone that has a will determine the gum breaker type to be
straight edge copy of Scott No. 91c, the found on each mint copy. The first printing
~7<1'Wilson that..Leads ZO~J\.NAL~ ~was-Qverprinted -on-£lanes- £lFoduced-fFom
cause of a vertical shift of the overprint, plate Nos. 18126 and 18803. These plates
please send me a description of the stamp. first went to press on August 19, 1927 and
A penny postal card is fine, though at latest January 15, 1929, respectively. Their last
check, they now cost 13¢. press run began together on February 25,

1931, and both were used in the production
of the Kansas-Nebraska 3¢ values.6,8 These
facts make it possible, though unlikely, for
the first printing to bear any of the gum

the breaker types discussed. All copies reported
consist of the T-2 type. Moreover, the con
sistency of shade throughout the printing 3
discourages the idea that stock from differ
ent time periods was used.

The second printing comes from plate
Nos. 18831 and 18833, having Brst gone to
press on April 28, 1931. All impressions,
therefore, consist of diagonal double break
er bar gum (T-3).

Overprinted panes from plate Nos. 18803,
18831, and 18833, have been stated to have
been used in the handmade production of
the Lincoln booklet (No. 10la). Theoretic
ally, T-2 and T-3 gum can both be found
on genuine panes. Only four panes are on
record of this very rare booklet. One pane
has plate number 18803 with T-2 gum,
while another of the known panes has T-2
gum.

Because the US 3¢-Washington (US No.
720) and the 14¢-Indian (No. 695) were
first issued after T-3 had been in production
over a year, all printings of the Overprints
bear two diagonal breaker bars per stamp,

change to be made on this Series until
Electric Eye Experiments of 1935.

In applying this background to the Rotary
Overprints themselves it becomes immedi
ately clear that genuine mint copies of the
Perf. 10 stamps (CZ Nos. 97-99) including
the second printing of No. 97 and the book
let (No. 97b) possess T-l breaker ridges.
These stamps were shipped to the Canal
Zone in 1926 and 1927, long before intro
duction of T-2 gum. See Tables I and II.

Since the l¢, 2¢ (including the booklet)
and 5¢ values of the Perf. llxl0Y2 Over
prints were shipped in time for 1927 sales,
they too bear T-1 markings.

The 10¢ value, Perf. llxl0Y2, went on
sale in July 1930. However, BEP shipped
the entire printing on December 28, 1929,
precluding the possibility of T-3 gum. The
horizontal double breaker ridges were pro
duced for such a short time (a few months
at most) that the probability of appearing
with the Overprints is extremely low. All
reported copies bear T-2 markings. It is
interesting to note that plate Nos. 19234
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Dee 1, 1927
Dec 1, 1927

Dee 1, 1927
Dec 1, 1927

Date

Shipping Dates from U.S.

PrintingDenom.

Table I

Canal Zone Overprints on U.S. Rotary Press Stamps

97 2¢ 1st Dec 6, 1926
97 2¢ 2nd May 27, 1927
97b 2¢ book only Dec 6, 1926
98 3¢ only Dee 6, 1926
99 10¢ only Dec 6, 1926

100 l¢ only May 27, 1927 Dec 1, 1927
101 2¢ 1st May 27, 1927
101 2¢ 2nd Sep 26, 1927
101a 2¢ book only Sep 26, 1927
102 3¢ 1st Sep 25, 1930
102 3¢ 2nd April 26, 1932
103 5¢ only Sep 26, 1927" Dec 1, 1927
104 10¢ only Dec 28, 1929

115 S¢ 1st Jan 5, 1933
115 S¢ 2nd May 23, 1933
115 3¢ 3rd Aug 30, 1933
115 3¢ 4th Feb 9, 1934
116 14¢ only Jan 5, 1933

" This shipment is believed to have included both Flat Plate (No. 86) and Rotary Press
panes. The latter are assumed to have been separated out and held until the first date
of issue on December 13, 1927.

Scott No.

being privately re-perforated coil stamps
from the US No. 597-606 issue.10,11 They
will be shorter and wider in design than
the genuine stamps they imitate.

Except for the 10¢ value distinct shade
variations exist across the several sets of
gum types. Because the breaker-bar ridges
are lost upon moistening collectors search
ing for used copies of genuine Rotary Over
prints may choose to obtain mint un-over
printed specimens with appropriate gum
breaker markings to use as shade templates.

\Vhile the Rotary Series was current, Max
Johl stated that in his view" ... a phila
telic variety to be recognized as such must
be constant in used copies as well as in
those known as 'Mint-O.G.'''4 It is un
likely the gum types to be found on the
US Rotary Series will gain acceptance in
Scott Specialized Catalog. However, their
existence has been shown useful as an aid
in the detection of forgeries. In addition,
now the collector can distinguish between
first and second printings of No. 102 on
the basis of gum breaker type as well as
by shade and plate number.

Table II

Canal Zone Overprints on U.S. Rotary Press
Stamps - Gum Breaker Types

Scott Gum Type
No. Denom. Printing T-l T-2 T-3

Third Series of 1904

By Gilbert N. Plass

(Continued from last issue)

There were several typographical errors
in the first part of this article kindly pointed
out to me by Richard Salz. Please correct
your copy on the following. In the middle
of the third paragraph on page 1 change
Pos. 22 to Pos. 33. Under Pos. 2, change
Fig. 2 to Fig. 3 and change Fig. 3 to Fig.
4. In the legend of Fig. 21, change fifth

Fig. 23. Pos. 29, third stage.

Pas. 29. There is a large break in the
left stroke of A2 and in the top of E on all
stages (Fig. 23, third stage). In addition to
these there are four additional varieties on
the sixth stage: Z is misshappen having too
short a top bar; NI is missing the serif at
top left; C is filled in at left side; Al has

stage to sixth stage. Now we continue with
the listing of the varieties for the various
positions of stages two through six.

Fig. 22. Pos. 26, fifth stage.

Pos. 26. CANAL in antique type face
(Fig. 22, fifth stage). It is interesting to
note that there were no broken letters in
stages 2 and 3 and thus no apparent reason
for the substitution of antique letters for
the later stages. CANAL antique (4, 5, 6).

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x
x

x

x

x
x

x
x

1st
2nd
only
only
only
only
1st
2nd
only
1st
2nd
1st
2nd
only
only
all
all
only

2¢

2¢

2¢ book
3¢

10¢
l¢
2¢

2¢

2¢ book
3¢

3¢

S¢ book
S¢ book
5¢
10¢
3¢
3¢ book
14¢

97
97
97b
98
99

100
101
101
101a
102
102
102a
102a
103
104
115
115c
116
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Fig. 35. Pos. 37, third stage.
Pas. 37. There are large breaks in Z and

A2 on all stages; on many copies AZ ap
pears to have part of the left stroke pushed
to the right. There is a small break on E
at the top on all stages, except it cannot
be seen on some copies of stage five (Fig.
35, third stage). A2 (2, 3, 4, 5, 6); Z (2,
3, 4, 5, 6); E (2, 3, 4, 55, 6).

Fig. 36. Pas. 39, second stage.

(Continued on page 16)

Fig. 33. Pos. 35, sixth stage.

Pas. 35. A small break at the top of the
C on stages two, three, and four (not vis
ible on copies with heavier inking) becomes
larger on stages five and six (Fig. 33, sixth
stage). C (2, 3, 4, 5, 6).

32, sixth stage). E (5), Alf (4, 5); N2f (4,
5); Z (6).

Fig. 34. Pas. 36, third stage.

Pas. 36. There is a break on the lower
left serif of the E on all stages, but this
may not show on some heavily inked copies.
The letter A2 is almost completely filled in
at the center and also down the left side on
stages- -three,--four, -and --five-tFig.-34;lhird~-
stage). E (2, 3, 4, 5, 6); A2f (3, 4, 5).

Fig. 30. Pos. 33, sixth stage.

Fig. 29. Pos. 33, fourth stage.

Fig. 31. Pos. 34, fifth stage.

rsatarge l5reaKln-N2 -ne-arfne -le-fCtopon
stage six and a break near the bottom of the
o on some copies from stage six (Fig. 30,
stage six, does not show broken 0). E (2,
3, 4, 5, 6); N2 (6); 0 (65).

Fig. 28. Pos. 32, fifth stage.

Fig. 32. Pos. 34, sixth stage.

Pos. 34. On the fifth stage there is a
broken top bar of theE and filled in Al
and N2 on the fourth and fifth stages (Fig.
31, fifth stage). There is a large break at
the bottom of the Z on the sixth stage (Fig.

Fig. 24. Pos. 29, sixth stage.

bottom left serif at an angle (Fig. 24, sixth
stage). The sixth stage must have the most
varieties on one position here! Nl (2, 3, 4,
5, 6); A2 (2, 3, 4, 5, 6); Z (6); Nl (6);
Cf (6); Al (6).

Fig. 25. Pos. 31, third stage.

Fig. 26. Pas. 31, sixth stage.

Pas. 31. The lower left serif is missing
on A2 on all stages (Fig. 25, third stage).
There is also a very small break near the
bottom of the 0 and a small irregularity
near the top in the inner oval of the 0 of
the sixth stage (Fig. 26, sixth stage). A2
(2, 3, 4, 5, 6); 0 (6).

Fig. 27. Pas. 32, fourth stage.

Pas 32. There is a large break at the top
of the Z on stages two, three, and four
(Fig. 27, fourth setting). This letter was re
placed at the beginning of the printing of
stage five with an antique Z, which also
occurs throughout stage six (Fig. 28, fifth
stage). Z (2, 3, 4); Z antique (5, 6).

Pas. 33. There is a curious defect in the

E on all stages with the bottom bar bent
above the line (Fig. 29, fourth stage). There

-13-



Secretary's Report
Alfred R. Bew

29 s. South Carolina Avenue

Atlantic City, NJ 08401

The membership total as of March 1,
1982, stands at 873; this shows an increase
of 43 members for the quarter. Included
in the total are 148 who have not renewed
their membership; these members will have
their. names removed from the mailing list
and will not receive the second quarter
CZP. But they will be contacted by your
secretary and president and a report of our
success in lassoing these run-aways will be
included in the third quarter CZP.

Have you ever wondered about the geo
graphical distribution of the membership?
If so, then read on and note the many far
away countries where the CZP is read.

United States (50 states, Guam,
and Puerto Rico) 828

APO Miami - PSC Box Holders
(Panama) 11

Australia 2 England 6
Austria 1 Japan 1
Bolivia 1 Malawi 1
Canada 3 Norway 1
Colombia 1 Panama 10
Curacao 1 Taiwan 1
Denmark 1 West Germany 3
Ecuador 1

New Members

CZSGNo.

1364 Lt. Col. Joel A. Hawkins, 1607 Dog
wood Lane, Brandon, FL 33511

1365 CPT. Norman A. Werner, PSC Box
2641, APO Miami, 34002

1366 Joseph A. Ogando, P. O. Box 431,
East Rutherford, NJ 07073

1367 Anthony D. Cholewinski, 118 South
Eleventh St., Pittsburgh, PA 15203

1368 Dwayne L. Halda, 7247 Robinson,
Overland Park, KS 66204

1369 Ira M. Rose, 55 Greenwood Dr.,
Millburn, NJ 07041

Recap of CZSG Mail Sales 1972-1981

Auction

No. ofVendorNo. of %
·.sale No.

Total LetsCat. & Est.Gross Sales% Cat. & Est.ExpenseNet to CZSGVendorsChargeBiddersSuccessfulSuccessful

1

540$ 17,075$ 10,62162%$ 377$897 1212%1369973%
2

69613,6209,50870%428902?14%18513372%
3

70016,43513,70583%7151,067?13%22115068%
4

98927,70022,75882%7781,725?11%26117768%
5

88136,58523,62565%7591,840?11%22116876%
6

89238,80029,17975%9032,3063511%25818672%
7

97845,63529,32364%1,0311,9014210%21216779%
8

77442,75028,75267%9691,9063110%24217171%
9

80553,00341,94579%1,6092,5854810%24917570%
10

81081,00064,15379%2,2564,1535410%29119868%--
--- --

8,065
$372,603$273,569 $9,824$19,282
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~~~~~~~~-~ANAL ZONE STUDY GROUP

Treasurer's Report for Calendar Year 1981

This Space
Intentionally

Cash in Bank, January 1, 1981 .

Add: Receipts
Dues Collected

For 1981 $ 1,336.25
For 1982 2,405.00

Contributions by Contributing and Sustaining Members
For 1981 255.00

For 1982 1,395.00
Interest on Savings Accounts 4,624.25
Profit on Mail Sale No. 10 (See Note 1 below) 4,153.71
Sales of Publications 627.00
Advertising in The Canal Zone Philatelist 124.50

Total Receipts .
TOTAL .

$40,308.07

14,920.71
55,228-:-78

This Space
Intentionally

Blank

~\.:.- 1Vleetmg at AlUYEX '~2
A lively gathering of Canal Zone Study

-Croup members attended the -hOur anda-- -
half meeting on Saturday, January 23, 1982,
at ARIPEX. The highlight of the meeting
was the presentation of the final draft of
the postmark study being made by Lawson
P. Entwistle. There were many "ohs" and
"ahs" as the remarkable draWings of the
cancellations were looked at - particularly
those illustrations of the rare and unusual
markings. A motion was read and approved
that the czse go ahead with plans for
publishing this book in the third quarter of
1982, after obtaining approval from the
Executive Committee of the czse.

Also discussed were such items as strange
postmarks from Ancon; a letter from Jim
DeVoss who unfortunately could not attend
the show; and a report of the ten mail sales
which will be published in the CZP. Photo
graphs of the West Coast Mail Sale Com
mittee were passed around so all could see
what a great crew looks like! A collection
of CZ Postal Service "Announcement
Cards" was shown and an article on this
will appear in the CZP. An interesting show
ing of Canal Zone post office forms includ
ing money orders was exhibited along with
a discussion of the difficulty involved in
assembling a complete collection of plate
numbers of the :1,6 cent stamps - Scott
Nos. 70 and 118.

ARIPEX '82 was an outstanding show
with a large number of first rate exhibits.
The exhibit hall was huge with ample

$64,103.00
57,692.70

6,410.30

2,256.59
$ 4,153.71

5,087.33
$50,141.45

$50,141.45

760.43
609.26
588.57

$45,000.00
2,961.12

47,961.12
2,180.33

Notes:

1. The following is a summary of the net profit from
Mail Sale No. 10:

Lots Sold .
Less: Payments to Sellers .
czse Commission @ 10% .

Less: Expenses
Printing of Catalogs, Forms, and Envelopes $
Postage for Mailing Catalogs .
Postage for Mailing Lots .
StationelY, Supplies, Telephone, Safe Deposit

Box, and Miscellaneous 298.33
Net Profit .

2. As of December 31, 1981, all bills for 1981 were paid.

WILLIAM R. KUTTNER, Treasurer

The foregoing balance consisted of the following:
Cash in Savings Accounts

Reserved for Publication Fund, per Action of the
Executive Committee and of the Board of Directors .

Unrestricted Amount .
TOTAL .

Cash in Checking Account .
Total, as above .

Less: Disbursements
Publication of The Canal Zone Philatelist

Printing 2,438.71
Mailing Envelopes 501.40
Postage 350.82
Editor's Expenses 171.95

Total 3,462.88
- ---Posta:ge~and-'Pelephone~Irrcurr{;<t bTOfficer~ .~ -.;:- :;;=.---476:21 ---

Biennial Election 242.80

Membership and Publicity 177.64
Reprinting of Publications (For Resale) 384.71
Expenses of Forthcoming Books

Postal Markings of the Canal Zone 214.27
Stamps of the Canal Zone 78.82

Donation to APRL Building Fund 50.00
Total Disbursements .

Cash in Bank, December 31, 1981 .
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aisles between both frames and dealers. The
lighting was perfect as were the hot dogs
sold in the snack bar which was at one
end of the exhibit hall in a comfortable
lounge area. Those connected with ARIPEX
are to be commended for putting on a first
class show along with super hospitality.

-R. H. SALZ

Third Series -

(Continued from page 13)

Fig. 37. Pos. 39, third stage.

Pas. 39. The C is partly filled in at the
left center on at least some stamps of all
stages, as is the right stroke of A2 on all
except stage 6. There is a small break in
the left stroke of A2 near the bottom on
some copies of the second stage (Fig. 36,
second stage; Fig. 37, third stage). Cf (2S,
3, 4, 5, 6); A2f (2S, 3S, 4, 5S); A2 (2).

Fig. 38. Pos. 40, third stage.

Fig. 39. Pos. 40, fifth stage.

Pas. 40. This is a somewhat complicated
position. The most prominent break is to
the bottom left serif of A2 which occurs
on stages two, three, four, and five (Fig.
38, stage three). An entirely new letter A
was inserted for printing stage six which
has a small break in the center horizontal
bar. The center of A2 is also filled in on
stages four and five, as is the center of Al
on the same stages. In addition E is filled
in on stage five (Fig. 39, fifth stage). A2
(2, 3, 4, 5); A2, different break, (6); A2f
(4, 5); AIf (4, 5); Ef (5).

Fig. 40. Pos. 42, third stage.

Fig. 41. Pos. 42, fifth stage.

Fig. 42. Pos. 42, sixth stage.

Pas. 42. There are many varieties on this
interesting position. The entire bottom left
serif was broken off the L sometime during
the printing of the second stage and it re
mained in this condition through the fourth
stage (Fig. 40, third stage). This badly bro
ken letter was then replaced by an antique
L for the fifth stage (Fig. 41, fifth stage).
This antique letter remained for the sixth
stage, but now has the top serif broken
off! The top left serif on the E is broken
off on stages two, three, and four. The Z
was replaced by an antique Z for the sixth
stage even though the Z had no defects on
earlier stages. There are a number of other
defective letters on the sixth stage: Al has
a blob of ink at the bottom right; NI has a
break near the top left which distorts the
diagonal stroke; 0 is badly distorted out of
shape at the top left (Fig. 42, sixth stage).
L (2S, 3, 4); L antique (5); L antique and

BUY - TRADE - SELL

CANAL ZONE AND PANAMA

List for SASE

Benefit YMCA Brotherhood Fund

Paul L. Hershey, APS 117,451

31 WEST 10TH STREET

ERIE, PA 16501
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broken (6); E (2, 3, 4); Z antique (6); Alf
(6); Nl (6); 0 (6).

Fig. 43. Pos. 44, sixth stage.

Pas. 44. There is a large break in L at
bottom left on the sixth stage. The letters
A2 and N2 are filled in at bottom left and
center right respectively on sixth stage (Fig.
43, sixth stage). L (6); A2f (6); N2f (6).

(Continued in next issue.)

Paper Crease
Copies of a small number of Canal Zone

stamps that incorporate an unprinted strip
interrupting the design have been reported.
Examples include Scott No. 105 (Canal
Zone Philatelist, Vol. 6, page 15 [1970])
and Scott No. C17 (Canal Zone Philatelist,
Vol. 8, page 23 [1972]). An additional ex
ample of a stamp with such an unprinted
strip exists on Scott No. C8, as illustrated
in Fig. 1. Such varieties are a result of a

Fig. 1. Scott No. C8, paper crease.

paper fold that was present before the sheet
was printed. In this case the fold remained
intact when the stamp was perforated as
indicated by the gap in the perforations on
the left side and the large tooth on the
right. It appears that the stamp was also
used before the crease was unfolded, as
the cancellation skips across the unprinted
area, with only a small impression appear
ing on the high edge of the fold that is
visible above the left six.

-R. D. BATES, JR.

President's Report -
(Continued from page 9)

(for the third time) but is not quite ready
for the printer as a few of the early chap
ters need a bit more work. The photographs,
some 700, are done and that is a big part
of the overall job. The Check List is lengthy
and detailed and must be rechecked, more
than once, for possible errors. As many of
you know we have previously given pro
posed dates for publication. I, for one, will
not stick my neck out again; but you will
be informed of our progress. Your patience
will be well rewardedl


